1.2% GDP NOW IN FIRST QUARTER BETTER THAN 0.7% BEFORE

Real GDP growth was revised up in the first quarter this week to 1.2% from the 0.7% estimate a month ago.

Why was growth half a percentage point higher? The reasons were mixed with some of the drag on spending made less so. Stronger spending revisions were seen in consumer expenditures on services, and business investment on “intellectual property,” which is software, R&D, and Entertainment. The stronger growth at the start of the year adds a tenth on our full year 2017 forecast to 2.3%. We are still thinking 3% in 2018, not ruling it out anyway, while the Fed forecasts in 2018 are for just 2.1% growth.

One of the new administration officials has said that the definition of Trump economics was 3% GDP. Growth of 3% is not that much higher than the trend in 2014-15, and a lot lower than the “double-GDP” campaign pledge.
that was more like 4% (double the “2% trend”) Growth was 2.6% in 2015, before slowing to 1.6% in 2016 on a temporary fall in inventories call it and the oil crash which dragged down business spending on structures and equipment. One reason for cutting corporate taxes is to boost business capex investment spending. The jury is out on whether investment will increase by giving corporations more after-tax income. It is not just the Trump economics team that wants more capex and growth. The Yellen-led Federal Reserve wants to see more business investment, and this is one reason they are keeping the cost of borrowing at these extraordinarily low levels.

Business spending is getting all the scrutiny right now. R&D dollars keep flowing for all the talk rising 9.6% at an annual rate in Q1 2017 after a 6.9% gain in 2016. Business equipment spending rebounded strongly in the first quarter, but nondefense capital goods orders ex-aircraft from Friday’s durable goods report show no movement in March and April. One of the tax reforms mentioned is the immediate expensing of equipment purchases, so it is possible that some April durable goods purchases are being delayed. On the other hand, most of the durables weakness had been limited to farm machinery and oil & gas equipment orders. Too early to say whether Washington uncertainty is back on as a risk factor for the economy.
JOBLESS CLAIMS—BETTER THAN BEST TIMES NOW FOR LABOR MARKET
Unemployment claims were 234,000 in the May 20 week. There have now been four straight weeks that jobless claims have been down low in the 230,000 range. The labor market couldn’t be any stronger according to jobless claims. It shows that businesses are wisely hoarding labor and not laying off workers because there are no skilled workers to fill these jobs at corporations and companies across the country. The Friday, June 2 monthly payroll jobs number could be another 200K-plus.

TREASURY CURVE BREAKS 100 BPS, MORE NARROWING TO WAIT ON FED
The yield curve between 2-yrs and 10-yrs was 95 bps on Friday versus 96 bps last week. 10-yr yields had come down further from 2.40% in the prior week on the Trump Comey Russia revelations, in no particular order, falling with the Wednesday, May 17 Dow industrials steep 372 point drop, the biggest sell-off since the election. Stocks rallied back this week, the S&P 500 at least at record highs, but 10-yr yields stayed down in the dumps within a tight range of the closes from 2.25 to 2.28 percent.
FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY

The Fed meets June 13-14 to consider its monetary policy. Yellen will hold a press conference after the meeting from 230pm to 330pm EDT, to explain the Fed’s reasons behind what is widely expected to be a 25 bps rate hike in the Fed funds rate to 1.25%.

The Fed has two objectives, maximum employment which has been met, and 2.0% inflation which has not. We never understood the Fed’s concern about inflation being too low; it’s not as if there is any real risk of deflation as this is not an economy facing stagnation or weakened demand. We like the Fed Chair’s original comment a few years ago that the Fed funds rate should be at normal when the unemployment rate comes back down to normal. Well, that condition has been met: the unemployment rate is 4.4% and it was never lower during the Greenspan housing bubble economy years of 2004 to 2006. We cannot believe the Fed funds rate isn’t already up there (and not “way up there”) at 3%. And keep in mind, based on their latest March FOMC meeting forecasts, the Fed funds rate will not be at 3% until the end of 2019. Too long to wait in our view, let’s see what Trump’s Fed Chair does with monetary policy. Time for a change.

What should the Fed do on June 14 at the 2pm decision announcement time? If you ask the market, Fed funds futures traders still believe in their hearts that the odds of a 25 bps rate hike to 1.25% are 80%. July Fed funds futures closed at 1.11% on Friday, May 26, and should only move 5 bps higher to 1.16% on average in July if the Fed hikes rates.
CORPORATE BONDS: COCA-COLA, NORFOLK SOUTHERN, PUBLIC STORAGE
Corporate offerings were $39.3 billion in the May 26 week versus $39.1 billion in the May 19 week. On Monday, Becton Dickinson came with a $9.7 billion 7-part offering. It priced $2.4 billion 3.7% 10-yr (m-w +25bp) at 145 bps (Ba1/BBB+). The global medical technology company will use the proceeds to fund its acquisition of C.R. Bard Inc. Corporate bonds (10-yr Industrials rated A2) were 83 bps above 10-yr Treasuries on Friday versus 84 bps last Friday.

TREASURY MARKET OUTLOOK

EXPECTED 10-YR 2-3 WEEK TRADING RANGE 2.00% to 2.75%

Week’s 10-YR Range

HIGH 101-11 2.22%

Tuesday, May 23, overnight highs made after U.K. terror attack in Manchester

LOW 100-22+ 2.30%

Wednesday, May 24, light selling before Fed minutes rally on tightening “soon,” but not soon enough
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